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The Bagehot Problem* 

Fred L'irsch 

I 

In the early su*L.:er of 1974, the arrLitious plans for a comprehensive 

reform of the international monetary syste.z on -,Jhic ; overnii, nts gad 

been negotiatinn for almost three 	cent on ice. ;°>_lmost concurrently 

leading central banks found. Cneiaselves faced wit_l ail urgent proble-m, but 

one tiiat found no place in the ext%,:.sive academi= litora.ture .and official 

docu)iaiitation of the previous fifteen years: it is absent from tree 

literature compre1aersively surveyed by 	 .1  This was the problem 

of ;protecting tae international credit structure from the repercussive 

effects of the illiquidity or insolvency of banks with important connections 

in the international system. The problem was indeed an old onu -- it 

was what the nineteenth century anew as a financial crisis; but many 

analysts, the present author included, had assumed this class of problem 

to have been left behind with the Credit-Anstalt in 1931. 

Underlying this assumption was t'ie beli !f that "yanking stability .iad 

been ensured by the greater responsibilities and improved regulations 

adopted by central banks in the wake of ttie Great Depression. The 

I. John Williamson, "International Liquidity: A Survey", Economic Journal, 
September 1973. I refer here to official docw.uentati.on in the context 
of international monetary reform, as distinct from particular operational 
or policy issues. 

*Ax, earlier draft of this taper was presented at a conference of the Roval 
Economic Society on International Liquidity in London on March 7, 1975. 
The author is Professor of International Studies at aarwick University. 
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doctrine expounded by Walter Bagehot in 13731, that the bankers' bank had 

a duty to lend freely when no other lenders would,2  had become the 

ort,.odoxy, even among those who resisted active counter cyclical policy 

of tiie Keynesian type. 3ut t :e form in which this Bagehot function ,of 

lender of last resort is to be performed, and reconciled with operation 

of the economy according to anonymous market forces, has remained 

curiously vague and ambiguous. The join between macro-stability and 

micro-efficiency here is an awkward corner, to use the terminology of 

Joan 	bi no11. 	 tes lend, they  need o ta,c a specific 

view about the quality of the assets t~Uey are ac,;uiring. Moreover, at a 

time of banking panic, the need is to prevent the failure of specific 

banks. flow can these things be done consistently with maintaining the 

normal market incentives for prudence and good management? 

This article touches on some of the issues involved, and suggests 

that they can be seen as a facet of a more general proLlem. This is the 

dependence of well functioning markets on certain individual behavioural 

characteristics, such as telling the trut'.I and keeping one's word, which 

because of limitations and asymmetries of information, can be regarded as 

collective intermediate goods. That is to say, these goods and the final 

output dependent upon them, will not be "produced" in socially optimal 

quantity by maximisation of individual welfare without implicit or 

explicit co-operation.3  :but such co-operation is technically easier to 

organise in a small group of like-minded individuals and institutions 

2. Walter Sagehot, Lombard Street, John Murray (14th edition) 1915. 

3. L.J. Arrow, "Gifts and Excl:ianges," Philosophy and Public Affairs, 
19/73; A. Sen, "3ehaviour and the Concept of Pre erence, Economica, 
November 1973. 



than in an open group. 

In industries or markets where those factors are significant, the 

contributions that competitlon and free entry mane to internal or 

X-efficiency4  may be in conflict with allocative efficiency. Competition 

tends to impede the supply of interruadiate collective goods, so that 

output is li'_.ely to br-,  sub-optimal, depressing allocative efficier_c 

This will admittedly be so only to the extent that (a) an alternative 

to competition does not overshoot in t:-,e other direction, of excess 

output, and/or (b) involve: allocative distortions in the mix Of output, 

e.g. providing batik buildings ratifier thaiL bank sarvices. But no  prima 

facie  judgment can be made whether greater openness and increased 

competition will increase or decrease efficiency on !,alance. This 

article suggests that banking can fruitfully be regarded as an industry 

subject to such ambivalence. This view suggests a positive explanation 

for the worldwide phenomenon of cartelisation and/or oligopoly in 

commercial b=?nl;.ing, and for the exercise of central ranking functions 

by public agencies making use of administrative discretion and informal 

influence. 

The characteristics of banking that modern monetary theorists have 

regarded as justifying official regulation have been (1) the position 

of currency issue and supply of aggregate money as a technical monopoly 

if infinite inflationary escalation is to be avoided, (2) the need to 

prevent fraud and the reneging of promises to pay, i.e. to enforce 

4. 11. 'Leibenstein, "Allocative Efficiency 'Versus X-Efficiency,"  American 
Economic Review,  June 1966. 

3. 
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contracts, and (3) the ex=rnalities cndcmic in destruction and creation 

of money, as emphasised by Friedw n5; (4);eneral Lan'cini; economies of 

scale and (S) the probl~.m of avoiding; an artificial incentive to the 

use of bank dc;posits rather t!ian currency, as additionally emph ~'sised 

by Johnson. 
61  This article focuses on a General factor t.lat in part 

underli,!s t4ese characteristics. This ap;%roach casts `>ome_ douut over 

the FriacAw.a.t-Johnson normative  prescription of maximum coriE)etition 

subject to thee minimum official regulation exercised with the minimum 

administrative: discretion and the minirium social control. 

I? 

Central banking was pioneered in the [British banking system, and 

in that system it embodi=cd an informal control rechanisrn. Ti:> ' ank or 

England grew into its responsibility for than stability of the London 

money market as a natural outcome of its ;}osition as the dominant bank, 

and as the bank endowed with privileges of note issue and banker to the 

government. !acceptance by the Bank of England of ttie function of lender 

of last resort gave it leverage over the institutions that enjoyed 

direct or indirect access to t4is facility, and enabled it to influence 

their normal operation and managemer►t. Exertion of this leverage was 

aelped by the closely knit social connections between the leading City 

3. Milton Friedman, A Program for Monetary Stability, Fordham, 1960, 
pages 4-8. 

6. Harry G. Johnson, "Problems of Efficiency in Monetary Management", 
Journal of Political Economy, Septemoer/October 1968, reprinted in 
Johnson (ed), Readings in ]British Monetary Economics,  Oxford 1972, 
pages 287-297. 
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institutions.?  :out t ,~e i.nfluerice also ran the other way, with the 

Bank's paternalism reinforcing the exis t ing clue and keeling newcor.:ers 

out. T1le closely ?snit social pattern of the "ritish financial system 

was traditionally seen as a factor of stability and strength,, e.21. in 

the 1931 crisis.`' 
n 

Ir, Urie 195()'s and 1960's tiie f;routa etlics turned .attention to the 

nather side of institutional stability, no:,,,  seen as a potential 

impediment to efficiency and innovation. The social connections 

permeating the Britisb financial :system were exposed to prowinent piublic 

view in the evidence of the Parker Tribunal and the 11adcliffe Corrmittee, t~ 

and became a target of criticism. 10  r',. growing chorus called for British 

7. Leading City families such as the i arings and the Normans participated 
in the management of the !'.,ank of England as directors and as governors; 
professional management was introduced only in ttie 1930's and became 
dominant only in the 1960's. 

3. Sea for example F,.J. Truf tit, British Banks and th:; London Money 
Market, London, 1936. Truptil emq..asised t(c importance of Oxbridge 
connections as well as family tits, in chic devrlopi.ient of trust and tn~,  
exchange of infor-.mztion, and the collective concern felt for safega.arding-; 
the reputation of the City. Iie cites with approval an encomium in th,  
Financial News tiiat 91A city which for six =ntihs on end can obey a 
sanctionlelas ordinance to refrain from issuing foreign loans ... is no mere 
agglomeration of banks and brokers, but ar, organism knit tog -ti:e.r b 
bonds of a finer fi`)re than the common desire to make money." Op.ci.t., 
page 197. 

9. Tribunal to Inquire into 11':llegatio.is of Improper 0isclosurre of 
Information Reltir._v to the Raising of lank Rate, Report and Proceedings, 
1957; and Corui,ittee on the Working of tl:e t'Ionetary System, Report 
Cmmd 827, 1959, and Minutes of Evidence, 1960. 

10. See in particular T. Layton and C.S. Filson, "The Social Background 
and Connections of 'Top Decision Makers", Ianchester School, January 
1959; E. Devons, "An Economists's View of tree }Bank Rate Tribunal 
Evidence," Manchester School, January 1959; aad Michael J. Artis, 
Foundations of .ritishMonetary Policy, Oxford, 1965. 



banking to ue opened to comrietition by downgrading informal and admin-

istrative controls, ~ahicl, wire seon as ~Protectin existing institutions, 

Academic anal ,, sts ix: "Iritairi, leas concern,_ d titan their ;predecessors 

with institutional arrangements, increasiagiy argued tsat t o basis of 

official regulation should be switched to a general and in principle 

anonymous control over the supply of money and/or credit. Trhey were 

backed mart of the way by official ac: ncio~s concerned nitii comi,etition 

rather tAan finaricial regulation. 11  It uas part- ially acce -pted by the 

British authorities in 1971,72  when the oolitical pendulum as well as 

econor,i.c fashion '.sad swui7c; ir.. favour. L ^:ajcr credit boom erssued, 

which clearly ;-played an important part in the inflation of stock 

exchange and ,property values. Th: subsequent collates of this boo,.,,i in 

turn b.rouglat illiquidity, and in a number of cases ensuing insolvency, 

to the new bani:s that had played a big; part in fuelling it. 

To check the contagion, the Bann of England reverted to traditional 

habits. i;Le estaLiished 'primary' banks were organised to mount a 

11. Brian Griffiths, Competition in i~2.T:' .I.t r,  An3t.ltttt~ of Econor;hic 
Affairs, 1970; N,atiorta.l :Hoard for Prices and Ilscomes, ,Io. :34, f'ankcharves, 
Cmmd 3292 London 1967; :?arry 	Jonnson, "The I:-port ors !Banl, Charges",'  
reprinted in .Johnsen! (ed) ':eaeiLjgs ih `;riti`,. Monetary rconoroy; 
Monopolies Cor.Xmissioti ?enort on ProPosed Bun:;. Merger, 1963; M.J. Artis, 
The Monopolies ComL::ission Report, reprinted in Johnson, op.cit., 
pages 330-333. 

12. As enunciated i.l "Cohrpeti.tion and Cr edit Control", Ban's. o.r EnLjand 
Quarterly Bulletin, 1971, rakes 189-93, and address by Governor of the 
_Bank _of ni l-and, ibi_d,_ pages 1)5-9.8. Gantinued-concern with protection 
of the existing institutional structure, and notably of the discount 
houses, was evident in t,e selection of 'Lank assets eligible for the 
reserve base; by including cor,mercial bills and call loans to the 
London money market wihich could be backed by j~ovarnm:?nt securities, the 
authorities weakened their control over the mori~:y supply. See the 
critique b,/ D.F. Lomax, "The Nev,  Gr..dit Co-ntrois", The ~5anker, October 
1571, n3ages 1160-6 . 
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collective rescue operation, ensuring that no depositors in British 

banks lost money. Foreign parent companies of subsidiaries and con-

sortium banks in London were obligee to take respr:,nsibility for any 

losses incurred by their British offshoots. The sisnificant character-

istic of a bank again 'became its standing; witli the Bank of England. 

3ank.ing stability was preserved at its core, but only by E.ffectively 

abandoning competition. The Bagehot function was again associated with 

paternalis-fa and informal control within a close knit group. 

III 

The question arises: are there any general factors, unconnected 

with the historical legacy of particular institutional arrangements and 

habits, that impede the efficient exercise of a comprehensive backstop 

function for coi=l---rcial banking on the basis of arms'length operations, 

such as would leave the franks to pursue their own direct profit oriented 

interests, as constrained only by formalised statutory regulations? One 

important such general factor can be derived from the economics of 

imperfect information. The insurance element in central banking --

i.e. the insurance provided to both com,ierci.al  banks And the economy as 

a whole .against illiquidity -- can be seen as part of a more general 

class of problems that has been associated by economic theorists in 

recent years with imperfect information: and more specifically with 

unequal information in th:a- ,possession of the two parties to a mar_R~et 

transaction. 

A pioneering exposition of the effect of asymmetrical information 

on commercial transactions was provided by Akerlof in his analysis of the 
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used car market as "The Market for Lemony ".13  3ecause I know more about 

the true condition of the car I have been using than you as a potential 

buyer can expect to know about it, the price you will be prudently 

willing to pay will be what it seems to b,  worth to your eye less some 

discount estimated to represent the deficiencies in quality you may have 

missed. Obviously, therefore, if my car really is as good as it looks, 

I will gain by not selling it but continuing to use it myself. Because 

the market -gust assume used cars to be le-,,,)ons, they mostly are: the 

market for used cars is sub-optimal, and the market for good used cars 

may be non-existent. 

T.,.e insurance literature has long recognised the phenomena of 

adverse selection based on unequal inforr:-tation between buyer and seller 

(disproportionately many sick people try to get insurance and dispro- 

ortionately many healthy people self-insure) and of moral hazard (when r  

the insurance pays tl.e bill, you let it run up more tt►an if you paid 

outright). 14 .rrow has sho-::n that the health insurance market is sub- 

5 
optimal in total size, and nori-existent for those most in naed of it. 

13. G.G. Akerlof, "Tile Market for 'Leraeris': Qualitative Uncertainty and 
the Market Mechanism," Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1570, pages 
4.38-500. 

14. H.G. Grut.el, Journal of 1,isk Insurance, March 1971. 

15. K.J. Arrow, "Uncertainty and the ';Jelfare Economics of Medical Care", 
Americans Economic Review, 1963, pages 941.-973. Pauly has contested the 
appellation►  moral hazard' in this context, on the grounds that an 
increase in consu-antion stimulated by a zero price implies individual 
economic rationality, with no moral connotations. Arrow points out that 
moral standards of behaviour to reinforce trust (in this case, trust 
that individuals who seek to insure risks associated with a particular 
pattern of behaviour will not change that behaviour when they get the 
insurance), is one means to an efficient solution t"teat may otherviAse 
be unattainably:. M.V. Pauly, "The Economics of Moral Hazard: Comment", 
American Economic review, 1968, pages 531-7, and 1.J. Arrow, "Further 
Comment", ibid, pages 537-8. In the same vein, Sen has argued that 
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This producee a case for public health insurance on allocational as well 

as on equity grounds. Yet institutions of public insurance established 

as a corr, ctave must be expected, as long as moral I;azard is -.,resent, 

to overs.noot in the other direction, by the standard criterion of 

equating consumers' marginal rates of substitution with producers' 

marginal rates of transformation; as well as needing to find. a substitute 

for the stir-iulus given by compctition to internal or X-efficiency. 

This is the economic dilemma in th;: healt1 industry. -':')ut in the 

case of gealti, the problem is somewhat mitigated by the existeice of 

time costs and other consumption deterrent: (having operations is not 

pleasant iii itself_, for most of us) ; in addition, availability of 

health services at normal or zero cost to those in greatest physical 

need (i.e. the unhealt`ny) can be counted as a distributional banefit in 

itself, 16  as can substitution of time costs for money costs which 

encourages consumption by t:1le worse off. 17 These considerations probably 

explain why in practice we have a state health service, but not a 

state used car exchange. But we do have a state central bank.. 

Imperfections in capital and credit markets have long been noted, 

15. (continued from above) 

individualistic preferences, in "prisoners' dilemma" situations, can be 
most efficiently inet only by non-individualistic behaviour.. Sen, Economica, 
1973, op.cit. 

lb. This is strongly argued by A. Son: "Tree national health service has 
a built-in system of attempting to match ;payments to :needs...", On Econ3iaic 
Inequality, Oxford. 1973, page 79. 

17. Nichols, E. Smolc,nsi;.y and T.N. Tiderian, "Discrimination in Waiting 
Time by Merit Goods," American Econoriic Review, 1971, pages 312-323. 
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being most apparent in the _phenomenon of credit rationing, but they 

have ub-ally been attributed to institutional imperfections. A different 

interpretaticai has recently been put forward 'by Arrow.
18 
 He suggests 

that imperfections are inherent in the characteristics of loan trans-

actions, because they necessitate enforcement of a contract in the 

uncertain future, whic~: weakens the self-enforcing; element. This element 

of uncertainty makes it especially desirable for the lender to have as 

much information about the borrower as possible, which cau be obtained 

only by a "very individualised information-seeking relation which is-

quite far removed from ti,a arm's length impersonal model of a market." 

People who are knoxva and trusted can buy all the banking services they 

are prepared to pay for; others can not. Banking and other forms of 

financial intermediation, we may infer, are less extensively developed 

than they would be if the information and unenforceability problems 

did not axist. This leads to familiar gaps and discontinuities in the 

capital market, some of which are countered by public intervention (small 

loan agencies, etc.). 
19 

The absence of banking services involves associated welfare losses, 

but no obvious external diseconomies. But the same is not true at the 

18. K.J. Arrow, "Limited Knowledge and Economic Analysis," American 
Economic Review, March 1974. 

19. The non-existence of markets in future contingencies, including; 
markets in forward exchange for more than six or twelve months, is a 

--------- ------------ - more familiar• -example-  of. -the -iztflu4irce discussed-  in ths-  parag;raph.-  -For -
Friedman and his school, the failure of such markets to develop is 
explained by the intrusion of arbitrary intervention of governments and 
central banks, and anticipation of such intervention. The Arrow approach 
suggests rather that only government can be expected to create or under-
write such markets, either because the social risks involved are less 
than the sum of individual risks, or because: government decides to 
shoulder uncertainty that market institutions shun. 
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higher level of banking for bankers, as ~!mbodied in the lender of last 

resort function of central banks. A deficiency of "output here, in 

the form of denial of facilities to the risky borrower, may threatens 

the output a a wi-Iole, if it leads to panic and general. collapse. 

The commercial. market i.ristitutions dial. performed some of the 

ur:ctions of a barnkers' i;ank before the e„nerg.er:ce of the fully fledged 

ceatral baulking function were inclined to ess-_ntially tine same 

dysfunctional selectiveness tIiat aas Laea diagnosed for th ?ur.ely 

com=ercial nealt? insurance agency. Twat is to say, they preferred to 

avoid t1nc: ris'r:% that most needed to be covered and to roitlidr.aw altogether 

in the face of a ti:reatened crisis in the system, involving uncertainty 

Z" 
of a kind that cowm,2rcial insurance cannot alloy, for. Henc: agci~~t's 

orhest to the ',~)ank of England to reverse the 'barf er's norm-al instinct in 

a crisis anc to lend more freely rather t!-,an less. 	yut provision of 

banking,  reinsurance beyond ti'.e scope fortzicorniri,'. on a commfmrcia'll basis 

would itself teadn to induce 4'.istortions of th-,s ki :d :noted in t:1e case 

of public hea.it'_s ir..surance -- viz. encouraging extravagance or carelessness 

(moral aazard) an•.1 consequential excess 'o:.ttrut' of banking; services for 

the public. 

20. This inclination towards a save qui -pent strategy -- i.e. action 
that is individually o.;timal out collectively second best and aerha)s 
disastrous -- admittedly tends to be cheer-I*ed in as oligopolistic 
structure, in which the small-numbers characteri.stic allows t"re collective 
good of mutual credit sup -ort to be  produces' cn. a voluntary basis. :ro;i-
ever, tiri.s b,.sis is inherently uncertain, and thareby lacking in assurance. 
Moreover, oligo;,olies may choose to renounce posaible short term Lairs 
from stabilisiang action in the expectati.o-a of strengthening, or prot;~eti'n,-
their market dominance over a longer teri, i..e. they may let outside or 
otrerwise d.isf_avoured competition go to tne mall and reckon on ridi.n;; out 
the consequences t,IsLmselves. Vie collapsxe of the lank of the United 
States in 193: tray l;c intcr:*reted in t~,iss l.i . "it (see footnote 25). 
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A familiar examile of this phenomr,;ion on the international plano 

is the granting of commercial credits and other short term loans to 

governments and othar,borrowers beyond t:leir prospective capacity to 

repay, in the expectation t'zat the coltnerc?al lenders will be baled out 

their own, 	c?hetlher throng;;:. sp n a 	 ecific credit insurance cover 

or in the ccrtcxt of a negotiated debt rescheduling. Moral .iazard 

virtually rules out insurance of loans on a commercial 'oasis. 

The extra-riarket facility accordingly demands an extra-market 

control ttrv,c.ian:i3w. In England this developed in a natural way, , and 

completely consistently with 3agahot's pragmatic and eclectic approach, 

as informal control exercised through paternalistic and moral leaders'_iik, 
21 

Within .:z sm11-nuri ers Troup. 

A striking recent manifestation of this tendency has been seen in 

21.  `.agehot, as one of his few :hostila critic,, has indelicately pointed 
out, was throur, i his family bank of Stuchey's a not uninterested tarty: 
"He was racoimtt>nding ot_ier people to lend freely, in time of panic, as a 
Shay of saving 3agehot."V  -- C.H. Sisson, T .,e :;asc of ,'alter 3agehot, Za.'t.Ter 
& Taber 1972, page 97. 

3agenot made clear that i1Ei would hava preferred tie responsibility for 
maintaining the "ultimate banking reserve" to have been spread among; a 
number of co.;:,aarai,ly sized leaning banks, and was merely reco`nisin; the 
accorriAis ed fact of. the Bank of England's dominance. (Lombard Street, 
Op.cit., pages 65-7/9). T,is passage has sometiri,!s been regarded as are 
aberration in which 3agehot failed to understand 3agehot, since the 
concept of a spontaneous joint effort to fulfil the resarve function 
misses the potential conflict between private and collective interest 
in reserve yanking for a bark other than o.re dominant in size. {ut t1 .e 

anotraly a;.)gears rat aer less if  the banks are assumed to be not pure 
individual profit maximisers ',:ut institutions imbu<,d with a felt 
responsibility for doing=, their part to preserve order in the syster;I. 
Dagehot, like John Stuart rIill, took it for ;ranted that f.rivate ba?,aviour 
was substantially .oermeated by collective norms, so it is not surprising 
that the collectivEv good "problem' seen by modern economists was less 
obtrusive. 
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Britain with the virtual collapse of the "fringe banks"(i.e. banking 

newcomers: the appellation exactly captures the implicit presumptions 

of an established banking fraternity). This new sector of British 

banking was laid low by a panic of pre--hagehotian severity. 'Wh-.2n the 

first such banks ran into difficulties in December 1973, and it became 

clear that tl_a fire break was to be drawn around the newcomer banks 

rather than among their, new deposits were immediately switched to 

established banks; and all banks outside the protected circle experienced 

large attempted withdrawals of deposits, so that their fate was sealed. 

A banking, Nfame in Britain has always had a special cash value 

deriving, from rules of access to facilities at the :lank of England, 

notably the requirerient that commercial hills elig ble for re-discount 

at the Baric must Dear two approved riti s'i narmns, normally of members 

of the [-.ccepting 1.ous s Nssociation. In th,-,  ;,a3t this made thy: most 

practicable means of breaking i-ato '~'ritish barikin" the acquisition of all 

existing but tired merchant bank as a "shall". This route has never 

been available for injection of competition into deposit banking, which 

has now b~acome largely divided bi twaen a three member oligopoly. The 

established banks were effectivoly required, through the informal nLtT,>ork, 

to commit tgieir resources through the "lif,aboat committee" to avoiding 

losses to depositors on the fringe banks. Some banks indicated their 

disfleasure at she imposition. The coinplaiZlt detracted attention from 

the Train significance of the .!pisode for th,e British banking structure. 

For individual banks, the tying up of funds in. a joint support operation 

is an irritant. For the established banks collectively, the rescua 

operation ;narks the: removal of a source of competition, at least compared 

with the status quo ante and a situation in which central band:. support 
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was available to all banks. 

The infoz:ral controls and establish(.d patterns of behaviour which 

underpin official regulation of the banking structure in "ritain 

constitute a mechanism closer to tie urid,-,rstanding of tha sociologist 

than of the m.odcrn neo-classical economist trliriking in terms of 

optimisation subject to a bud`et,but not :social, constraint. It is 

significant that 0iile FriAmar cites 6 a;,,,ehot with approval, he strongly 

favours the dovmgra(.ing of re-discountin , and its substitution by the 

more impersonal mechanism of open riarket o- )crations. In this approach, 

controls against 3.1juse of central. bank facilities would be limited to 

explicit statutory regulationn, such as reserve requirements -- possi.)ly 

at 100 per cent -- which alight eliminate the need for compulsory d po~;it 

insurance. 22 

But :appropriatt. gencral regu.latious are ,notoriously difficult to 

lay down. Balance sheet ratios have well knovm weaknesses as a control 

device. In R<vell's recent assessment: "'Miat the supervisory authorities 

must aim at is rein;=; able to put themsely.:s in the position of the. 

management of each bank...no set rule-cf-thumb ratios can substituro for 

this vicarious participation in the management process ."23  The various 

22. Milton Friedman, 	Program for Monetary Stability, Fordham University 
Press, 1959; and Milton Friedman and lima Jacobson Schwartz, L. Monetary 
History of ti:e United States, 1867-1960, Priirceton University Press 1963, 
especially c',iapter 7. See also the review of Ove former work by ,?.P.Larner, 
reprinted in S. Mittra (ed) Money and 3anking, Random .House, New York, 
1970, pages 1r,0-18:3. 

23. Jack Revell, "Tile Solvency of Banks", Tke 'Banker, January 1974, 
pages 29-31. 
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overlapping; banging authorities in tree United States attempt in principle 

a comprehensive and detached review wl:ic.-, fits t.he category of _Uvell's 

vicarious management. 24 

IV 

Resistance to this degree of intervention by puolic authorities 

requires a readiness to endure the failure of particular bar.i-_s, relying on 

the support given to tae aggregate money supply through open market 

operations to maintain stability. Tne adequacy of this approach has never 

been tested, and Friedman iiimself do,-,s not push it to its limits.75  The 

Federal Reserve in 1969 gave serious consideratiun to supporting the paper 

of Perin Central. 26 In 1974 the New Yore Federal. Reserve Bank gave ma,,:sive 

support to the Franklin National Bank, on the view that failure of the bang 

would iiave serious adverse consequences for its depositors and creditors 

and would have "jeopardized the stability of the United States -.anking 

system, with further serious rel;ercussiors for domestic and international 

financial markets in general727  To be sure, the Federal Reserve like 

other central banks attempts to draw lines between depositors, other 

creditors and equity shareholders. Maximum s~rotection 

24. Boris P. Pesek and Thomas R. Saving, Tne Foundations of Money and 
Banking, Macmillan Company, New York 1968, Charpter 11, and George F. 
Kaufman, Money, the Financial System and tree Economy, Rand McNally, 1573, 
pages 86-88. 

25. Witness Friedman's emphasis on the especial importance of the failure 
of the Bank of the United States in ,December 1930. The refusal by the 
leading New York banks to respond to appeals from the New York Federal 
Reserve to rescue this bank with predominantly Je:A3h- connections, a 
refusal Which Friedman has associated with anti-Semitism, illustrates '.~A.ow 
dependent any private substitute for the '?1eiiot function is on social 
affinity and eventual solidarity. Friedman and Schwartz, oi'.cit., 
pages 308-311, and Newsweek, 1974. 

26. Sherman J. 14aisel, Mann!ging the Dollar, Norton 1973, pages 41--45 and 122. 

27. Federal Reserve ;sunk of New York, Annual Report, 1974. 
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for depositors 28  combined with full exposure for the equity would serve 

the insurance: function while retaining so:mc restraints against moral 

hazard in the form of excessive risk taking by bank managements. But 

a distinction of this kind, even if successfully applied, is not 

sufficient to p,rovent conting ut support for depositors from encouraging 

banking concentration. To maintain the balance between banks of different 

size, it would be necessary in addition for tc public to be persuaded. 

that the central bank is prepared to allow the largest banks to go under 

as readily as smaller banks. 

In the nervous atmosphere caused by a small crop of band: failures 

in the third quarter of. 1974, placements of large money market deposits 

both nationally and internationally ii iediately became more selective; 

and the dominating principle of selection was a bank that was sure of 

having its central bank behind it. Marked differentials developed in 

rates on certificates of deposits of different banks, with size and pre-

eminence being taken as the main general criterion. The largest inter-

national banks such as the Chase Manhattan and the First National City 

were widely believed to be overwhelmed with offers of very large deposits 

in this period, and consn quently shading down t A r offered rtes on such 

deposits -- a reversal of the normal premium on deposit size. 29  

28. Deposit insurance in the United States by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation is limited to small deposits up to a limit recently raised 
from $20,000 to $40,000; this still leaves one third of deposit volume 
uncovered. 

29. In the London market for dollar certificates of deposits, the list of 
issuer names acceptable to the majority of institutional buyers was 
described by a narket participant as having become very narrow indeed --
"perhaps as few as seven names being universally acceptable." J.B. Clark, 
Euromoney, February 1975, page 43. Between end-April and July 1974, banks 
with total deposits of $500 million or more accounted for nearly 90 per 
cent of the increase in large time deposits issued to individuals, 
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This tendency exposed a continuing dilera-fla faced by central banks 

anxious to prevent their slxpport of banking .stability from weakening 

banking competition and Ion- tern banrint, effici e_zct•. T ,.e central bark 

has to find a rle.^ns of checking moral hazard. It can tame t.se 'Eng:lisn' 

route of inform,, -1 controls and inculcation JF 1:1. C lef} spirit aTaOrir_; the 

cotaae:rcial banks to play t1lie ~.,ame according to ts:e established conventions 

w,iich are seen to be in ttie interests of all participants. j0  In return 

for the insurance_: premium of responsible behaviour, insurance cover is 

comprehensive .and assurer. Participation in such an arrangement must 

obviously be limited to trose ~.-qo can be trusted to be responsible --

call tlaem gentlemen. This will mean excluding those not known to be 

gentlerzen; and they will be those not known to existir_g a~-ntlerren. So 

entry will be socially controlled, and competition discouraged. 31 

The alternative strategy is for the central ban. to attempt to exert 

its counterforce to moral hazard through a continued market discipline 

which makes ao demands on corimcrcial banks to depart from their individual 

29. (continued frog, above) 
partnerships and corporations, i-acreasing their share of t;-r total from 
74.2 to 75.9 per cent. The Federal t'.eserve Soard i-Lad earlier referred 
to "an increased preference by some: investors for the liabilities of 
si;Lall number of the lamest coixTercial b-ia .s9P  in a-r atmosphere of 
"heightened public concern about the stability of financial institutiorc3" 
in the third quarter of 1974. Federal Reserve :~Sulletin, January 1975, 
;.sage 13, and Eoveiiiber 1974, page 743. 

30. Informal controls play an important roll} also in a number of 
continental European countries, notably Switzerland. 

31. Entry of new participants will tend to be further restricted by the 
general tendency for informal agreements to bacome more difficult to 
enforce as tare size of the group increases. This is well established 
in the literature on collective goods. ;gee for exaople Mancur Olson, 
The Logic of Collective Action, Sc-~iocken, 196-5. 
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profit orientation but confronts them with a contingent risk of failure. 

Insurance here is less Man cow=repo nai; i ar.d available only along; with 

significant self insurance (e.g. of the equity, which is in effect a 

"deductible" from the insured risk). 
32  This may be categorised as the 

German and to the lesser extent the American approach to the lender of 

last resort function. The difficulty witti t{iis approach is that it 

appears unlil4ely in practice to be applied evenly to banks of different 

size, because failure of biCr banks is generally, and surely correctly, 

regarded as more disruptive to the financial system than failure of small 

ores. Consequently, tiie greater the perceived risk of particular banks 

being allowed to go under, the greater will be the tendency for bane. 

depositors to seek shelter in the banks considered too large for the 

authorities to subject to such therapy, and the greater the tendency 

towards banking concentration. It is significant in this context that the 

country in which the BaFehot function is I,),.rhapt; least entrenched, Germany,is 

also the country in which the large banks are especially dominant, not 

only within banking, but in ownership and control of industry. 

Thus informal controls lead to cartelization; 'market' controls to 

oligopoly. Whichever strategy the central banking authorities choose, 

their ultimate support for banking stability tends to discourage banking; 

competition. Neither strategy, therefore, is dominant as a means of 

promoting internal efficiency.. In addition, non-market controls are 

needed to attain the allocation that a market with perfect information 

32. Henry C. Wallich, a governor of the Federal reserve Board, has referred 
to bank capital as self-insurance and deposit insurance as pooled insurance. 
Speech, rebruary, 1975. 
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would reach, and to give individuals the ?~:_,nefit of the transactions they 

will re.liniuis, if they taka advantage of tiiLir opportunity to 'them ' 

(i.e. alter their 1-bavicur) in response to mar~r-ct opportunity (see alsc 

footnote (15) above). As Arrow has emphasised, truth and trust are 

preconditions of well functioning markets; yet the habits of truth and 

trust cannot be expected to result from individual ootimisation, except 

perhaps in small and immobile communities where any benefit frorii trans-

gressions is relinquished by the future costs imposed by the damage to 

reputatio-a. Therefore: ":Non-market controls, whether internal:~sed as 

moral principles or externally imposed, are to sore extent essential for 

efficiency." 
33  The non-market controls ttj.at  permeate banL~ing systems 

underpin efficient banking,, as well as often undermining it. 

u 

:fin unresolved question hovering over the international financial 

system is how the huge continuiu.,, surpluses of most of the oil exporting 

countries will be channelled through that system: and specifically, 

whether it will continue to be sound and feasible for tine bulk of the 

funds to be channelled, as they ware in 1974, through the ,private sector 

and predominantly through the batiks through urnnaraged market processes. 

In a continuing refrain, what is so special about this problem that tI12 

warket, left to itself, cannot handle it? The answer to this refrain 

should probably be: that it is a banking problem, which the market left 

to itself has never been able to handle, for solid but neglected reasons 

of econouu.c theory. 

33. Furrow, American Economic Review, 1968, op.cit. 
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The difficulty T3 that the means of pu,lic intervention that can 

themselves r:lake good the market defXcien::y involve u:.wanted side effects 

that can bring new distortions. Domestically, in the development of the 

stabilising and insurance functions of central banking and bank super-

vision, these objectives have conflicted in sore part with the objective of 

maximum competition and arm's lenp.th  controls free of 0-aternalism and of 

sub.7c-ctive official judgux-,nts about banking business. It reraaius uncertain 

waether the. full '#agehot function can be fulfilled in a system in which 

tie key banks extend further thani the length of a Lombard Street, in social 

space as distinct from geographical space. This poses an obvious obstacle 

to the international extension of the Bageiot function. .But the pressure 

for such extension has undoubtedly been increased by the large :additions to 

the funds seeking plcaceraent through the international banking system as 

disposition of the oil .surpluses. This suggests that some of tine same side 

effects of central banking that have encouraged banking concentration at 

the national level may now be extended internationally. 

Nor is it fanciful to envisage as a concomitant the international 

extension of informal controls and elite groups. The arena for such 

socialisation has existed for some tir_ze in the growing contact between 

tor) commercial bankers and financial officials of other countries, 

contacts that are formalised at annual gatherings such as those of the 

American Bankers Association, and at the inner core of the annual meetings 

of the International Monetary Fund. Yet tite degree of cohesion and 

informal controls is minimal by the standards prevailing in t1lie parisia of 

the Bank of England. To this extent the potentiality for international 

extension of the Bagehot function remains ambiguous, reflecting the same 

ambiguity as exists in the scope for a lender of last resort in a 

domestic banking system regulated only at arm's length. 
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